
 Finding Understanding …Taking Action 

The Clarity Conversation 

“Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your mind.”  
Romans 12:2 

You might desire to explore a six-month Clarity Conversation with Russ Williams. Whether you’re busily engaged 

in your personal-professional life or experiencing your retirement years, take 2-minutes to read about an 

opportunity that might interest you...to claim your quietly held desire to renew...YOU.  

Have you noticed over a period of months, a year, or even longer, your self-conversations have been salt & 

peppered with a storyline...your hunger for life-renewal.  Clearly, you know you shoulder a bundle of 

responsibilities.  But, equally so, you know you are carrying a steady, silent self-narrative:  

You desire to experience life-renewal to purposefully re-shape, re-define and re-energize...YOU! 

 Now...you are nudging yourself to take action.  For a moment, imagine...Now...finds you on a mountain trail.  You 

come around a bend to capture the view of a trail leading to a Summit.  The summit trail claims your attention. 

You ask yourself: Could I benefit having a trusted Mentor-Guide to accompany me on the Summit Trail Journey 

leading me to personal and/or professional renewal?  Is your answer YES?      

An opportunity awaits you...Now!  

The Clarity Conversation

YOUR INFLUENCE FOR GOOD LIFE MISSION      

At Home, At Work and in the Communities of Your Interests       

A six-month Self-Renewal Journey to claim personal  and/or professional clarity  

Russ Williams serves as your Clarity Conversation   Mentor-Guide.  The Clarity Conversation  Consult includes 

learning about your Life Chapters, providing  insight about the bends in the trail of your ever-evolving life journey.  

The Clarity Conversation  Consult is a 2-Month Commitment. The 9-Session Consult Fee is $800.00      

Month 1:  (4)   1-Hour Sessions          $100 each session/$400 all sessions      

Month 2: (5)  1-Hour Sessions           $ 80 each session/$400 all sessions      

What is the outcome of your six-month Clarity Conversation  Consult?  You experience personal and professional 

life-affirming movement as you revitalize your influence for Good at home, at work, and in the community.       

Your Clarity Conversation  Consult awakens a re-energized You! 

Clarity Conversation 6-Month Consult
To inquire/set up your 6-month Clarity Conversation Consult 

Contact Russ Williams at 949-254-5205  

centerjcce@aol.com 

In a 48-year professional career as a Pastor and Non-Profit Executive, Russ has engaged many individuals in their 

journey to awaken and-or renew their Influence for Good life mission.    
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